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This paper describes Fujitsu’s latest interactive (i.e., online) handwriting character recognition (OLCR) technology. To compensate for stroke order and stroke connection
variations of handwritten Japanese characters, we have developed a hybrid character
recognizer which integrates an online and an offline (OCR) recognition module. In an
experiment, our hybrid recognizer achieved an 86.8% recognition accuracy while the
online and offline modules scored 84.3% and 72.4%, respectively. The hybrid recognizer can recognize more than 4400 Japanese characters using a 400 to 800 KB dictionary. The recognition speed is about 30 ms per character with a P2/266 MHz CPU.
For context processing, we have developed a character-class Bi-gram based context
processing module. In an experiment, our context processing module improves the
recognition accuracy from 82.7% to 90.5% for non-kanji characters and from 90.6% to
93.8% for kanji characters with only a 40 KB dictionary.
Also, to improve recognition accuracy for a specific user, we have developed an adaptive context processing (ACP) technology which lets the system automatically learn
user-input strings and applies the information to the context processing. In an experiment, we observed that the recognition accuracy was improved from 86.1% to 95.4%
when the ACP was applied.

1.

Introduction

The recent, remarkable progress of information
technology and the severe business environment
have been forcing many companies to use mobile
computers and customer-direct operation systems
(or self-service terminals) to save time and personnel expenses. Mobile computers are often
required to be usable by one hand, therefore peninput is often used instead of a keyboard. For
pen-based computers, handwriting character recognition is one of the major methods used for
character input. There are other methods for pen
input,1) for example, Software Keyboard, T-Cube,2)
and Quikwriting,3) however, character recognition
is the most natural method. Also, we believe it is
the most effective method for untrained users,
provided that the recognition accuracy is satisfactory. Finger touch operation is widely used on
FUJITSU Sci. Tech. J.,35,2,pp.191-201(December 1999)

self-service terminals, and handwriting character
recognition is expected to expand the application
area of these terminals.
In this paper, we describe Fujitsu’s latest
interactive (online) handwriting character
recognition (OLCR) technology for pen-based computers. We first explain some distinctive features
of Japanese OLCR that are not found in alphabetic OLCR. We then describe our high-speed and
high-accuracy hybrid character recognizer, in
which we integrate an online and an offline recognition module. We also describe our highly
compact and effective context processing module,
which is based on the concept of the characterclass Bi-gram. Then, we describe our prominent
adaptive context processing technology, which
enables a system to gradually improve its OLCR
accuracy.
191
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(Fujitsu developed a new online handwritten character recognition software).

KKKKKKKKKKn s n s n
(Fujitsu's address)

K: Kanji
h: Hiragana
k: Katakana
n: Number
s: Symbol

Figure 1
Example of Japanese text.

2.

Features of Japanese OLCR and its
technical requirements

The technical requirements for Japanese
OLCR are somewhat different from those of
alphabetic OLCR. The distinctive features of
Japanese OLCR are as follows:
1) The number of recognition categories is very
large. Typically there are more than 3000
(JIS-1st level) or 6000 (JIS-2nd level) characters.
2) Japanese text consists of various types of
characters, for example, kanji, hiragana,
katakana, alphabetic letters, and Arabic
numbers. These types are combined in the
same sentence (Figure 1).
3) Many of the kanji characters, which occupy
the major percentage of recognition categories, have a rather large number of pen
strokes (some have as many as 30). The writing orders of the strokes often differ between
users. Also, stroke concatenation within a
character is common and varies even with
the same user.
4) Hiragana and katakana characters consist
of only a few strokes, and their writing orders are more stable. However, there are
similar looking characters within each of
these two character sets. Also, some hiragana and katakana look the same, and some
katakana and kanji look the same.
5) Japanese words are not separated by spaces.
6) Most Japanese are comfortable writing characters separately in handwriting boxes;
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therefore, in most cases, there is no segmentation problem with Japanese OLCR.
For alphabetic OLCR, word-based recognition, in which cursively written words are
recognized by matching the input to a word dictionary, is popular. In alphabetic OLCR, the
number of recognition elements (characters) is
small, but the deformation of characters can be
very pronounced and segmentation of characters
is essential. To compensate for the low recognition accuracy of each character, alphabetic OLCR
inevitably needs to use word information. On the
other hand, most practical Japanese OLCR
systems are character-based systems which
recognize characters separately input into handwriting boxes. Some Japanese OLCR systems can
recognize a sequence of characters without handwriting boxes, but their recognition accuracy tends
to be poor. As a result most Japanese do not mind
using handwriting boxes, so Japanese systems
generally use character-based recognition. We
want to emphasize that the use of character-based
recognition does not indicate a technical backwardness in Japanese OLCR; rather, its use is
dictated by the special nature of the Japanese
system of writing.
Based on the characteristics of Japanese
handwritten characters described above, we can
summarize the major technical problems of
Japanese OLCR as follows:
1) How to recognize a large number of characters while compensating for variations in
writing order, stroke concatenation, and
shape deformation, especially for kanji characters.
2) How to discriminate between similar characters, especially non-kanji characters.
To solve the first problem, we have developed
a high-performance hybrid handwriting character recognizer which can recognize more than 4400
characters regardless of the writing order, stroke
concatenation, and deformation. To solve the
second problem, we have developed a highperformance context processing module which can
FUJITSU Sci. Tech. J.,35, 2,(December 1999)
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Table 1
Characteristics of recognition algorithms.
Strong points

Weak points

Online type Deformed shape
Compact dictionary size

(a)

(b)

Writing order,
Direction, Overwriting
Noise.
Offline type Writing order, Direction,
Deformed shape
Overwriting, Stroke counts Similar characters
Noise.

(a) Stroke sequence : online type.
(b) Bitmap image
: offline (OCR) type.
Input stroke sequence

Figure 2
Character recognition objects.

discriminate between similar characters using a
very small dictionary.

3. Fujitsu’s OLCR technology
3.1 Online recognizer and offline
recognizer
The recognition object of OLCR is a time sequence of 2-dimensional points that mark the
motion of the pen tip (Figure 2 (a)). The input
order of the strokes is the writing order of the character. Since the writing order provides useful and
distinctive information, most previous OLCR algorithms (we call them online algorithms) use this
information to recognize characters. However,
since the writing order is not so stable and has
more variation than we could previously store in
the recognition dictionary, these algorithms provided limited recognition accuracy.
Another character recognition technology
called OCR (Optical Character Recognition) recognizes characters by their shapes (Figure 2 (b)).
Since this type of recognition algorithm does not
use the information about the writing order or
stroke count, it is not affected by either of these
variations unless they drastically deform the character image. Since the bitmap image of a character
can easily be obtained from the OLCR input, OCRtype algorithms (we call them offline algorithms)
can also be applied to OLCR. However, because
they lack the stroke information, their recogniFUJITSU Sci. Tech. J.,35, 2,(December 1999)

Stroke-to-bitmap
conversion
Online recognition
module

Best N
categories

Offline recognition
module

Best M candidates

Best M candidates
Candidate integration
module
Context processing
module

Shape recognition
module

Recognition result

Figure 3
Hybrid character recognition system.

tion accuracy is usually inferior to that of onlinetype algorithms and they are especially weak for
non-kanji characters unless a large number of
matching templates are provided.
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of
these two types of recognition algorithms. The
table shows that the two types have complementary characteristics. This table suggest the idea
of combining the two types of recognition
algorithms. Adopting this approach, we have developed a hybrid character recognizer4) in which
we integrated an online and an offline recognition module to compensate for the individual
weaknesses of each type.
Figure 3 shows the block diagram of our
hybrid handwriting character recognition system.
It consists of an online recognition module, offline
recognition module, candidate integration module,
and context processing module.
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3.2 Hybrid character recognizer
Online recognition module
The online recognition module uses a highperformance online recognizer developed at Prof.
Nakagawa’s Laboratory at the Tokyo University
of Agriculture and Technology (TUAT). The recognition algorithm of this online recognizer is
called “LTM” (Linear-Time elastic Matching).5),6)
LTM recognizes characters by dynamically determining the correspondence of feature points of the
input pattern with those of dictionary templates.
LTM successively determines the correspondence of feature points to maximize the local
evaluation value E(i, j) of the i-th input feature
point pi = (Xi,Yi) and the j-th dictionary feature
point qj = (Uj,Vj). E(i, j) as follows (Figure 4).

E (i, j) = (Positional evaluation value) ×
(Directional evaluation value)
= Epos(i, j) × Edir(i, j),
where
Epos (i, j) =

2N-Dcb(i, j) | Edir(i, j) ≥ 0

{

Dcb(i, j) | Edir(i, j) < 0

Edir (i, j) = cosθ ij =

pi-1 pi · qj-1qj
pi-1 pi · qj-1qj

Dcb (i, j) = Xi-Uj + Yi-Vj

LTM performs restricted-backtracking when
the difference in length at the corresponding part
is more than some threshold value. After determining the correspondence of all feature points,
LTM calculates the final pattern-similarity value
(see M. Nakagawa & K. Akiyama5),6) for more details).
LTM is a kind of elastic matching algorithm
which is robust in terms of stroke concatenation.
LTM is also strong regarding the shape deformation that occurs when characters are written very
roughly. The dictionary of LTM is very compact
since it is constructed from sub-patterns. LTM
works like DP matching, but much faster. The
original LTM recognizer was developed and improved by Dr. K. Akiyama by referring to Fujitsu’s
previous OLCR algorithm.7)

Offline recognition module
The offline recognition module uses a simplified and compressed version of Fujitsu’s current
OCR algorithm.8) We first generate a 64 × 64 bitmap image from the sequence of strokes by
interpolating 1-width lines between the input sequence of points. Then, the input image is scanned
in four directions and the bitmap densities within 6 × 12 (= 72) areas are calculated (Figure 5).
This provides a 288-dimensional (= 72 × 4) feature vector of the input image.
By using the technique of canonical discrimi-

N : Normalization size
Direction
Graduation

pi-1 = (Xi-1, Yi-1)

qj-1 = (Uj-1, Vj-1)

θ ij

(a) 6 × 12 division

pi = (Xi, Yi)

Input pattern

qj = (Uj, Vj)

Dictionary template

Figure 4
Evaluation value of correspondence.
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(b) 90-degree rotation

(c) 45-degree rotation

(d) -45-degree rotation

Figure 5
Feature extraction of offline recognition module.
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nant analysis,9) we then produce an N-dimensional (N< 288) compressed feature vector from the
original 288-dimensional feature vector. The dictionary templates are a set of N-dimensional
feature vectors similarly generated from an online handwritten character database. At first,
to improve the recognition speed, a rough matching
process is performed using the first M-dimensional
part of each template (M< N: M is currently 16).
Then, the detailed matching process using the full
N dimensions is performed over the best L templates of the rough matching process (L is
currently 800).
Table 2 shows the recognition performance
of our offline recognition module for different numbers of compressing dimensions N. Dictionary
templates were generated using the handwriting
data of 75 people from the database “nakayoshi”10)
(HANDS-nakayosi-t-98-09). The recognition categories were 4430 characters (371 non-kanji, 2965
kanji-JIS1, and 1094 kanji-JIS2). The total
number of learned characters was 478 039, with
between 75 and 512 (maximum) characters for
each category. The number of generated dictionary templates was 5386: approximately three
templates for each non-kanji character and one
template for each kanji character. The tested data
are the Nos. 51, 55, and 66 of “kuchibue”10)
(HANDS-kuchibue-d-96-04). We excluded 11
punctuation characters, since they are usually too
small for size-normalization to work correctly.

Candidate integration module
The candidate integration module integrates
the recognition candidates from the online and
offline recognition modules. Candidate integration is performed after normalizing the offline
recognition score so that it is comparable to the
online score. For a recognition character category Ci , let Sonline (Ci) be the score of the online
recognition module and Soffline (Ci) be the score of
the offline recognition module. Then, the normalized offline score Soffline-normalized(Ci) and the final
hybrid recognition score S hybrid(Ci) are obtained by:
Soffline-normalized (Ci) = (Soffline(Ci) - Soffline-mean) × W + H,
Shybrid(Ci) = Max (Sonline(Ci ), Soffline-normalized(Ci)),
where W and H are constants and Soffline-mean is the
mean score of the best 5th candidates of the offline recognition (see H. Tanaka4) for more details).
To improve the recognition speed, we use the
best K categories of the offline recognition module as a rough matching process of the online
recognition module (K is currently 100).
Table 3 shows the recognition results of our
hybrid OLCR (without context processing). By integrating the candidates of the two modules, the
recognition accuracy is improved for both the 1st
and N-th cumulative recognition rates. Our system recognizes over 4400 Japanese characters
with a practical small dictionary (400 to 800 KB,

Table 3
Recognition results of hybrid recognizer.
Dimensions

Table 2
Recognition results of offline module.
Dimensions

1st

2nd

5th

10th

100th

Dict.

32

61.4% 76.1% 87.1% 92.1% 98.8% 197 KB

48

67.8% 81.1% 90.5% 94.0% 99.1% 290 KB

64

70.4% 83.3% 91.6% 94.7% 99.1% 383 KB

96

72.4% 85.0% 92.5% 95.3% 99.1% 570 KB

Test data : HANDS_Kuchibue_d_97-06 No.51, 55, 66
Total
: 33 888 characters (excluding 11 punctuation symbols)
Dictionary: 4430 char.: 2965 JIS1 kanji, 1094 JIS2 kanji,
371 non-kanji
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1st

2nd

5th

10th

Dict.

Speed

32

86.0% 93.5% 97.0% 97.8% 425 KB

27 ms

48

86.3% 93.9% 97.4% 98.2% 518 KB

27 ms

64

86.6% 94.1% 97.6% 98.3% 611 KB

29 ms

96

86.8% 94.3% 97.7% 98.4% 798 KB

32 ms

LTM only

84.3% 91.6% 96.0% 97.2% 228 KB

Test data : HANDS_Kuchibue_d_97-06 No.51, 55, 66, total
35 886 char.
(Kanji 5643, non-kanji 6319, total 11 962 for each)
Dictionary : 4441 char.: 2965 JIS-1 kanji, 1094 JIS-2 kanji,
382 non-kanji
Experiment environment: OS: Windows 95, CPU: P2/266 MHz,
Memory: 96 MB
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depending on the number of compressed dimensions). The recognition speed is approximately
30 ms per character using a P2/266 MHz CPU.
This system is fast enough to run on a much slower CPU in a small hand-held terminal or a
middle-class PDA.

3.3 Context processing module
The context processing (CP) module discriminates between similar characters after shape
recognition using the context information. The
word-based CP method is often adopted for OCR
and alphabetic OLCR. However, for Japanese
OLCR, word-based CP has not been considered
effective because:
1) Japanese text is not usually separated by
spaces. To separate a Japanese string into
valid words may require morpheme analysis, which consumes lots of memory.
2) The total number of words required to cover
general Japanese text would be very large.
The memory requirement of the word dictionary would be too big for small pen-based
computers.
3) To feed back the recognition results immediately, the CP module needs to be applicable
even to very short strings, sometimes shorter than a single word or phrase.
To cope with these problems, a character (not
word) Bi-gram based (or sometimes tri-gram)
methodology11) has been popular for context processing in Japanese OLCR. Character Bi-gram
based CP corrects recognition results by using the
probability of the transition (or appearance) of a
continuous pair of characters. It can be applied
to a very short string and runs fast. However, we
think a conventional character Bi-gram based CP
still has following disadvantages:
1) The effectiveness of the CP depends on the
quantity of the learning corpus (database of
text to be learned). Learning a large corpus
will increase the dictionary size, but the performance tends to saturate. A typical
dictionary often exceeds 1 MB.
196

Table 4
Performance of context processing.
With CP (1st) Without CP (1st)

10th

Kanji

93.8%

90.6%

98.4%

Non-kanji

90.5%

82.7%

97.9%

Total

91.9%

86.3%

98.0%

Test data: Text part of HANDS_Kuchibue_d_97-06
Nos.51, 55, 66
(Kanji 3937, non-kanji 6217, total 10 154 for each)

2)

The effectiveness of the CP is also sensitive
to the type of learning corpus that is used.
For example, a Bi-gram dictionary generated by a newspaper corpus is somewhat
unsuitable for address inputs.

Character-class Bi-gram based
context processing
To compensate for the above problems, we
have developed a character-class Bi-gram based
CP module. Instead of using the probability of
transition of characters, our CP module uses the
probability of transition of character classes. A
character class is a set of characters (most of them
based on kanji, hiragana, katakana, etc.), but we
have divided them into several sub-classes to improve correction performance. We are currently
using about 100 character classes.
Our character-class Bi-gram based CP module corrects recognition results by using the
probability of transition of character classes and
the probability of appearance of the character.
Let the input sequence of a handwritten
pattern be X = X1X2·· Xn and the corresponding
character sequence be C = C1C2 ·· Cn. We then
define the evaluation value L(C|X) as follows:
L(C|X) = ΣSim(Xi,Ci) + ω (ΣlogP(Ci |Ti ) + ΣlogP(Ti|Ti-1)),
where Sim(Xi,Ci) is the recognition score of
character Ci corresponding to input pattern Xi and
Ti is the character class to which character Ci belongs. P(Ci|Ti ) is the probability of appearance
of character Ci in character-class Ti. P(Ti|Ti-1) is
FUJITSU Sci. Tech. J.,35, 2,(December 1999)
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the probability of transition of character classes
from Ti-1 to Ti. And ω is a constant.
Our CP module calculates the evaluation
values L(C|X) for all possible character strings C
which are generated by the sequence of recognition candidates of the shape recognition module.
Finally, our CP module outputs string C that has
the highest evaluation value.
By using this character-class Bi-gram based
method, our CP module has been made very compact. Actually, our CP module uses only a 40 KB
dictionary.
Table 4 shows some experimental results for
our CP module. The test data is the text parts of
the Nos. 51, 55, and 66 of “kuchibue” (the database consists of a text part and a random character
part). The table shows that our CP module is especially effective for non-kanji characters. Since
the frequency of non-kanji characters is rather
high in Japanese text and the recognition accuracy of shape recognition modules for non-kanji
characters is usually inferior when a deformationfree algorithm is used, effective context processing
for non-kanji characters is in great demand.

4.

Adaptive character recognition

In adaptive character recognition, the OLCR
system learns to more accurately recognize the
handwriting of a specific user over repeated inputs. There are two types of adaptation for OLCR;
one is the adaptation of shape recognition and the
other is the adaptation of context processing.
The idea of adaptation of shape recognition
has been popular,12),13) and there are many OLCR
systems which have a function for character shape
learning. However, since character shape learning sometimes causes side effects and often
requires a large memory for each learned character, there are only a few practical OLCR systems
that permit automatic shape learning. In other
words, they need the user to perform explicit learning (or registering) operations.
On the other hand, as far as we know, there
has been no previous work about the adaptation
FUJITSU Sci. Tech. J.,35, 2,(December 1999)

Shape recognition module
Context processing module
ACP unit
Yes

User term

Adaptation dict.
(User term)

Automatic
learning unit

Learned term?
No
Normal CP unit

Normal CP dict.

User interface
module
Correction by user
Confirmed user string

Figure 6
Adaptive context processing.

of context processing. However, if the correct character is included in the recognition candidates of
the shape recognition module, good context processing can output the correct result. Therefore,
we have developed an adaptive context processing (ACP) technology14) which improves the
recognition accuracy by automatically collecting
user’s input strings and applying the information
to the context processing.
Adaptive context-processing
Figure 6 shows the concept of our ACP mechanism. After processing by the shape recognition
module, the ACP unit evaluates all possible strings
generated by the recognition candidates using the
adaptation dictionary. The adaptation dictionary
stores previously input user terms (sub-strings)
extracted by the automatic learning unit. If a valid
user term is found in the adaptation dictionary,
the context processing module outputs the term
as the recognition result. If no valid user term is
found, the normal context processing (currently
character-class Bi-gram based CP) is performed.
If the recognition result is not what the user
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intended, the user corrects the output by some
means (e.g., candidate selection). Finally the automatic learning unit collects the confirmed string
then extracts the terms and stores them in the
adaptation dictionary. Once a term is stored in
the adaptation dictionary, the OLCR outputs the
correct result when the user writes the same
string. As we can see from Figure 6, the user does
not need to make an extra operation unless only
the OLCR system is being used.
In the automatic learning unit, an input user
string is separated into a series of terms by
heuristic text splitting rules. (We do not use morpheme analysis so as to save memory and because
the input text is sometimes too short to apply.) A
new term is simply added and a term that has
previously occurred updates its appearance count
and its last-appearance date.
Let the input sequence of a handwritten
pattern be X = X1X2···Xn and the corresponding
character sequence be C =C1C2···Cn. Then, we define the evaluation value L(C|X) as follows:
L(C|X) = ΣSim(Xi,Ci) + P(C) ,

where
P(C) > 0 if C exists in the adaptation dictionary
P(C) = 0 if C does not exist in the adaptation dictionary
Sim(Xi,Ci) is the recognition score of character Ci
corresponding to input pattern Xi.
The value P(C) is calculated as a function of
the length of the term, the appearance count of
the term, and the time interval from the lastTable 5
Performance of adaptive context processing (ACP).
1st test
(without ACP)

2nd test
(with ACP)

3rd test
(with ACP)

1st recog. rate
before CP

81.7%

81.8%

80.5%

1st recog. rate
after CP (Final)

86.1%

89.1%

95.4%

Test data : personal schedule data (233 kanji + 167 non-kanji
per subject)
Subjects : 9 male, 5 female (all working at Fujitsu Laboratories)
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appearance date. In the automatic learning unit,
some old and least-used terms are deleted to save
memory and to avoid side effects from an accidental registration of invalid terms.
Table 5 shows the results of experiments we
did to measure the effectiveness of the ACP. In
these experiments we asked 14 subjects to write
the same text (personal schedule data) three times.
The first experiment was done without ACP (i.e.,
normal CP only) and the second and third experiments were performed with ACP. The table shows
that our ACP is effective and significantly improves

recognition

accuracy, although

the

recognition accuracy before the context processing
is almost the same during the three experiments.
By using adaptive context processing, we can
avoid repeated incorrect recognitions. We think
this is very important because such repeated incorrect recognitions would make the user irritated
with the OLCR system. Not only does our ACP
improve recognition accuracy but it also enhances user satisfaction. Compared to adaptation to
shape recognition, our ACP requires much less
memory and the management of the user dictionary is much easier.
We are sure that adaptation will be one of
the key technologies of future OLCR systems.
Also, we think that the interactivity of OLCR is
what distinguishes it the most from OCR systems.
The shape recognition algorithms of OLCR and
OCR have recently started to merge with each
other, but the interactive feature of OLCR systems
will remain unique to OLCR systems. We therefore call our technology Interactive Character
Recognition.

5.

Conclusion

We have developed a high-performance
Japanese OLCR system. To improve the recognition accuracy for complex kanji characters, we
have developed a hybrid recognizer which integrates an online and an offline recognition module.
In an experiment, our hybrid recognizer achieved
an 86.8% recognition accuracy, while the online
FUJITSU Sci. Tech. J.,35, 2,(December 1999)
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(a) TeamPad 7600

Figure 7
Fujitsu’s Pen-PC (FM PenNote model S1).

and offline modules achieved scores of 84.3% and
72.4%, respectively. To discriminate between similar characters, especially non-kanji characters, we
have developed a compact and effective context
processing module based on a character-class Bigram. In an experiment, our context processing
module improved the recognition accuracy from
82.7% to 90.5% for non-kanji characters and from
90.6% to 93.8% for kanji characters with only a
40 KB dictionary. Finally, to improve the recognition accuracy for a specific user, we have developed
an adaptive context processing technology. By
automatically learning a string that has been input by the user, our ACP module gradually
improves its recognition accuracy without any
extra operation by the user. In an experiment, we
observed that the recognition accuracy was improved from 86.1% to 95.4% by applying the ACP.
Our OLCR software has been adopted in
Fujitsu’s pen-based PC, the “FM PenNote model
S1” (Figure 7), which is a Japanese version of the
Stylistics series of FPSI (Fujitsu Personal
Systems Inc.). It has also been adopted in
Fujitsu’s TeamPad series of hand-held terminals
(Figure 8). Also, it is used in a Fujitsu Japanese
text-input software (i.e., Kana-to-Kanji conversion
software) for PCs named OAK (Figure 9). In
addition, there is a middle-ware library for
Fujitsu’s SPARC-lite series and FR series of MPUs
which support our OLCR. We are now planning
to apply our OLCR to Fujitsu’s self-service terminals (multimedia kiosks).
FUJITSU Sci. Tech. J.,35, 2,(December 1999)

(b) TeamPad 7200

Figure 8
Fujitsu’s TeamPad series of hand-held terminals.

Figure 9
Character retrieval by handwriting (OAK V7.0).

We are making continuous efforts to improve
recognition accuracy, to expand the OLCR target
platform, and to relax the restraints on the user
interface of OLCR systems.
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